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ABSTRACT
Bacteriophage φX174 was evolved on a continuous supply of sensitive hosts for 180 days (�13,000 phage

generations). The average rate of nucleotide substitution was nearly 0.2% (11 substitutions)/20 days, and,
surprisingly, substitutions accumulated in a clock-like manner throughout the study, except for a low rate
during the first 20 days. Rates of silent and missense substitutions varied over time and among genes.
Approximately 40% of the 71 missense changes and 25% of the 58 silent changes have been observed in
previous adaptations; the rate of parallel substitution was highest in the early phase of the evolution, but
7% of the later changes had evolved in previous studies of much shorter duration. Several lines of evidence
suggest that most of the changes were adaptive, even many of the silent substitutions. The sustained, high
rate of adaptive evolution for 180 days defies a model of adaptation to a constant environment. We instead
suggest that continuing molecular evolution reflects a potentially indefinite arms race, stemming from
high levels of co-infection and the resulting conflict among genomes competing within the same cell.

MOLECULAR evolution is an established fact, but duration of the continuous culture, but those previous
studies tended to be short (mostly 10 or 11 days, withthe relative contributions of various factors to
approximately three phage generations per hour). Thethat evolution remain controversial (Kimura 1983; Nei
nucleotide changes in those systems exhibited charac-1987; Gillespie 1991; Li 1997). Advantageous, neutral,
teristics of adaptive evolution: a high rate of missense/and even deleterious mutations can become common
silent substitution and high rates of parallel changes.in a population, and their respective rates of evolution
Where the phenotypic effects of changes were identi-depend on mutation, the strength of selection, and pop-
fied, they could be interpreted as facilitating phageulation size, plus the influence of other loci through
growth under the culture conditions (Bull et al. 2000;linkage and epistasis. While much of the work in the
Crill et al. 2000).field has focused on neutral evolution, a current goal

To further explore the nature of molecular evolutionis to identify adaptive evolution by finding its signatures
in this system, we now report on a much longer durationin molecular data. Yet despite considerable evidence of
of phage growth in continuous culture. In addition, theadaptive molecular evolution, much uncertainty re-
culture conditions are more benign and are meant tomains about the nature of the selective agents.
approximate “control conditions,” which should imposeToward the goal of revealing the diverse mechanisms
less selection for change. By conducting a longer adapta-of molecular evolution, we have conducted several ex-
tion with frequent sampling of the population, the tem-perimental studies of bacteriophage evolution (Bull et
poral characteristics of molecular evolution may nowal. 1997, 2003; Wichman et al. 1999, 2000; Crill et al.
be studied. If adaptation in this system is primarily to2000; Holder and Bull 2001). In some of those studies,
the constant (“control”) culture environment, we ex-phages were grown in continuous culture of a two-stage
pect that the initial rate of molecular evolution will bechemostat, whereby actively growing, sensitive bacteria
low and then wane as fitness approaches its maximumwere continuously pumped into a vessel containing
(Fisher 1958; Gillespie 1983, 1984; Orr 1998, 2002).phage, allowing the phage to infect and reproduce as

In two previous adaptations to inhibitory conditions,if their population were expanding exponentially (Bull
an initial high rate of molecular evolution decreased byet al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999, 2000). Populations of
66 and 80% during extended adaptation in the samethose phages accumulated nucleotide changes over the
environment (Bull et al. 1997), supporting the theoreti-
cal expectations of a plateau. While the initial rate of
molecular evolution in this study was low, consistent
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synchronous in φX174 as with the T-phages and is reportedplateau even after 13,000 generations. We provide evi-
to range from 15 to 30 min with a mean of 21 min at 37�dence that molecular evolution in this system is driven
(Hutchison and Sinsheimer 1963; Denhardt and Sins-

by high-density interactions, as observed in some other heimer 1965). This asynchrony stems from a passive lysis
chemostat systems (Paquin and Adams 1983; DePolo et mechanism that prevents synthesis of the cell septum and

causes rupture when the cell attempts to divide; thus asynch-al. 1987). This system allows us to examine the temporal
rony in cell division leads to asynchrony of lysis. Use of thecharacteristics of the molecular evolution driven by
mean lysis time gives an approximate estimate of generationthese high-density interactions. The sequences here
time, but when the population is expanding (as here), early

cover the entire phage genome, allowing a comprehen- lysis has a disproportionate effect and causes the population
sive level of analysis of tempo and mode of this evolu- to behave as if its generation time is shorter than the mean
tion. (Abedon et al. 2001). We thus consider the generation time

in our chemostat to be 20 min (three phage generations/The experimental evolution described below used the
hour). This number is necessarily approximate (indeed, gen-icosahedral bacteriophage φX174. This phage has a
eration time will evolve over the course of an experiment),small, single-stranded DNA genome of 5386 nucleotides but the exact value is unimportant to the conclusions here.

and encodes 11 genes (Sanger et al. 1977). The biology Fitness assays: Phage growth rate, represented as doublings
of icosahedral phages has been intensively studied and per hour, was measured as the rate at which a phage increased

its numbers when placed in a culture where cells outnumberedmost gene functions are known (Hayashi et al. 1988;
phages. Fitness was estimated as the log2 of the increase inBangham and Kirkwood 1993), but more recently a
phage concentration per hour. The assay was conducted invariety of structural studies has been coupled with muta- 125-ml flasks with 10 ml LB. Hosts were grown at 37� with

tional analyses to infer gene function and interactions aeration to a density of �108 cells/ml. At this point (t 0),
at a detailed level (Dokland et al. 1997, 1999; Burch phage were added to a concentration of 103–104/ml and the

mixture was grown for 40 min with shaking before growth waset al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2003; Bernal et al. 2004;
terminated with chloroform; the final concentration of phageNovak and Fane 2004). φX174 does not encode its
(after chloroform) was not allowed to exceed the cell density.own polymerase, but rather relies on host enzymes for
Phage titers were then determined immediately after harvest

replication. The virion binds to the lipopolysaccaride by plating. Fitness was calculated as 1.5 [log2(phage concentra-
(LPS) in the outer membrane of its host, which must tion at 40 min) � log2(phage concentration at t o)]. Other

considerations that apply to this assay have been discussedlack the O antigen. The natural host is thought to be
elsewhere (Bull et al. 2000).a rough strain of Escherichia coli, but the phage can be

Sequencing: Genomes of phage isolates were amplified byisolated on or evolved to infect various LPS variants of
PCR in two overlapping pieces with rTth DNA polymerase,E. coli and Salmonella as well as some closely related XL (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Gel-purified PCR

bacteria. products were sequenced on an ABI capillary sequencer. Am-
biguities were resequenced, and if necessary a different primer
or different DNA extraction was used.

Statistics: Where feasible, standard statistical tests were used,MATERIALS AND METHODS
as described in the results. However, in many cases the sig-
nificance of associations in the data was evaluated with empiri-Strains: A wild-type isolate of φX174 was used as the ancestor

for these studies (GenBank no. AF176034). The bacteria used cal permutation tests; the null distributions for these tests were
for phage propagation was E. coli C. generated by randomly associating the observed data without

Two-stage chemostat: A chemostat consisting of two con- replacement for at least tens of thousands of trials.
nected 100 � 15-mm glass test tubes was used to select phage
populations (Bull et al. 1997). LB broth with 0.005% antifoam
B (Sigma, St. Louis) and 2 mm CaCl2 was pumped continuously

RESULTSinto the first tube, which maintained host cells at a density
suitable for phage growth; phage were absent from this “cell” Sustained rates of change
tube. Overflow from the cell tube was drawn continuously into
the second tube, which contained phage (the “phage” tube). For the 180 days of evolution, crudely estimated as
The volume of liquid in the phage tube was maintained at 12,960 phage generations and a net expansion of 25,920
1–2 ml, with a flow-through rate of 7–10 ml/hr; thus the population doublings, complete genomes were se-volume of the phage tube was replaced on the order of 100

quenced from four phage isolates taken every 20 daystimes/day. Because of the continuous nature of this replace-
ment, however, this exchange rate is equivalent to a growth (Figure 1). In the complete data set of 36 isolate se-
of 144 phage population doublings/day. Both tubes were aer- quences, 71 missense, 58 silent, and eight intergenic
ated by bubbling with filtered air. Both tubes were immersed substitutions as well as four intergenic insertions/dele-
in a water bath whose temperature was maintained at 37.5�,

tions were detected. Overall, once a substitution first0.5� above the designated chemostat temperature to compen-
appeared in an isolate, it tended to remain common forsate for the observed cooling effect of the aeration. Chemostat

tubes and cells were changed at least every 2 days, thus dis- the duration of the experiment, although some changes
carding any phage-resistant cells in the phage tube. Samples remained demonstrably polymorphic, and �20% made
from the phage tube were run through a 0.2-�m filter to only a transitory appearance before dropping to low
remove the host (MillexGP, Millipore, Bedford, MA) and 0.2

frequency or disappearing.ml was used to reinoculate the phage tube of the chemostat.
In previous articles (Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al.The duration of a chemostat line is measured in days or

phage generations. The time from infection to burst is not as 1999, 2000) we typically observed 12–15 changes in the
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21Long-Term Experimental Evolution

first 10 days of evolution in a strongly selective environ- statistically significant (P � 0.02 for both, by a permuta-
tion test). The slight decline in the number of missensement. As expected for a virus evolving under benign
changes with time is not significant. Taken alone, thisconditions, the rate of molecular evolution was initially
pattern might indicate that early evolution in this studyquite low here, with only a single change during the
was driven by adaptive evolution while later evolutionfirst 10 days of evolution (base 1301; data not shown).
was driven by purifying selection and neutral evolution.Unexpectedly, over the extended evolution we observed
However, we present arguments below that do not sup-a striking, near-linear increase in substitutions averaging
port this notion.11/20 days. Figure 2 shows not only the total number

Variation in silent/missense changes across the ge-of differences from the starting genome for each isolate
nome: Silent changes were significantly clustered in thebut also the pairwise distance between isolates from the
genome (Figure 3, top). The numbers of silent changessame time point, supporting the impression from Figure
in the single reading frame regions of genes A, F, G,1 that evolution is dominated by a series of selective
and H deviated significantly from the expected numberssweeps and that most time points also had considerable
on the basis of sequence length, with a large excess invariation. Figure 2 (bottom) shows that this clock-like
A and deficits in F, G, and H [� 2(3) � 34.8, P � 2 �accumulation applied to both missense and silent substi-
10�7]; the equivalent test for missense substitutions istutions, with similar slopes over most of the experiment,
not statistically significant, but the ratio of silent-to-mis-but with a lag before the rise of silent substitutions.
sense changes is significantly heterogeneous across
these genes [� 2(3) � 12.7, P � 0.006]. A clustering of
silent substitutions is consistent either with a selective

Signatures of adaptive evolution advantage of silent changes that were observed or with
a deleterious effect of silent changes that were not ob-When comparing sequences evolved in nature, the
served. To help discriminate among these alternatives,null model is that divergence represents neutral evolu-
we counted the numbers of silent and missense differ-tion. The experimental system is not necessarily ex-
ences between the same regions of the ancestral versionpected to mirror natural evolution, both because the
φX174 and a closely related phage, S13. The distributiontime span of experiments is too short and because the
of silent changes in this comparison differs profoundlyexperimental environment is likely novel and thus
from the distribution of silent changes in the experi-should be selective. It is thus plausible that the experi-
mental line, whether the test treats each of the fourmental evolution is more adaptive than natural evolu-
gene regions separately or combines F, G, and H (P �tion (in terms of the proportion of changes that are
5 � 10�7). The comparison of missense changes be-adaptive), and there are several measures of molecular
tween the experimental line and the φX174-S13 contrastevolution that can be observed to assess the degree of
is not statistically significant, however. This evidenceadaptive molecular evolution here.
supports the model that the clustered silent changes inMissense/silent rates: An excess of missense substitu-
gene A of the experimental line reflect positive selec-tions (nonsynonymous) over silent substitutions (synon-
tion, unless it is argued that negative selection on silent

ymous) compared to the expected mutational ratio (i.e.,
changes operated differently in the chemostat than in

dN/d S � 1) is considered a signature of adaptive evolu- the wild.
tion, while an excess of silent over missense substitutions Codon bias: Although silent substitutions are often
(dN/d S � 1) is generally assumed to indicate purifying considered neutral, it is widely acknowledged that selec-
selection (Li 1997). For φX174, the expected ratio of tion in large populations can operate on silent changes
missense-to-silent mutations in nonoverlapping coding through codon bias, nucleic acid secondary structure, or
regions, given the mutational bias observed in this sys- binding of the DNA by proteins. Of the 137 substitutions
tem, is 2.7 (analysis not shown), so a missense-to-silent identified during the 180 days, 58 produced silent
substitution ratio of 2.7 would indicate a dN/d S ratio of changes. The distribution of base changes differs sig-
1. Previous work with φX174 in chemostats reported nificantly between the silent substitutions and the others
an excess of missense substitutions, using 10- to 33-day [� 2(11) � 26, P � 0.007]. This difference could stem
adaptations with temperatures in excess of 42� (Bull et from some mutational classes being more likely than
al. 1997; Wichman et al. 2000). That pattern held only others to create missense changes (e.g., transversions vs.
for early passages in this study (Figure 2, bottom). The transitions). However, half of the chi-square value comes
cumulative dN/d S ratio was 3.70 (a missense-to-silent from a strong excess of T → C changes among silent
ratio of 10) by day 40, but fell below 1 at day 60 and substitutions, which may be the reversal of the large
was 0.27 by day 180. The ratio of new silent vs. new excess of T in third positions found in the wild type.
missense changes observed at each of the 20-day time Gene A (and A*) has the largest concentration of
points is significantly heterogeneous [� 2(8) � 19.2, P � silent changes (36 in the region of nonoverlapping read-
0.02], and the correlation of the number (proportion) ing frames). We evaluated the impact of those changes

on the codon adaptation index (CAI), which measuresof new silent changes with day is 0.76 (0.75) and is
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22 H. A. Wichman, J. Millstein and J. J. Bull

Figure 1.—Matrix of all changes seen in φX174 chemostat evolution (four isolates per time point). The top row indicates the
day on which isolates were sampled, and isolates from different time points are separated by vertical black bars. For each time
point, each of the four columns indicates the complete set of changes found in an isolate. The presence/absence of these
changes in isolates from different time points is indicated by color across that row. From top to bottom, changes are presented
in order of first occurrence. Changes resulting in amino acid replacements are indicated in red, silent changes in blue, and
intergenic changes in green. Second changes at the same nucleotide position are indicated by a darker shade of the same color.
Counts of all changes given in the text included these same-site changes. The columns following the isolate changes indicate
genomic position of the change, the base change relative to GenBank accession no. AF176034, and the amino acid number in
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23Long-Term Experimental Evolution

the affected protein. (Tabular inset) φX174 gene location and function. The phage has a single-stranded DNA genome of 5386
nucleotides and encodes 11 genes. Genes A, B, K, C, D, and E are at least partially overlapping in different reading frames; gene
A* overlaps A but is in the same reading frame. A text version of this table and an alignment of sequenced isolates is provided
as supplementary material at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/.
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Figure 2.—Cumulative changes in the φX174 chemostat
line through day 180, �13,000 generations. (Top) Solid dia-
monds show the number of differences between each se-
quenced isolate and the ancestral φX174 sequence. Open tri-
angles show the distance between pairs of isolates from the
same time point (six comparisons per time). (Bottom) The
number of differences between each sequenced isolate and
the ancestral φX174 sequence is partitioned into missense
(solid diamonds), silent (open diamonds), and intergenic
(solid circles) changes.

the similarity of codon usage in a sequence to the codon
usage known for highly expressed genes of E. coli (Sharp
and Li 1987). For each amino acid, the most-used codon
in highly expressed genes is given a score of 1, and less-
used codons are given lower, positive scores. The CAI Figure 3.—Point mutations appearing in different parts of
of a sequence is then the geometric mean of the scores the genome during 180 days of evolution. (Top) The percent-
for its codons. A geometric mean is highly sensitive to age of the total genome represented by each gene is shown

by a solid bar, and the percentage of the total changes observedextremely low values of any of its elements, so improve-
in the gene is shown by a hatched bar. (Intergenic regionsments can occur in some codons with little overall
from throughout the genome are combined in category I.)change in the CAI. Overlapping reading frames contribute to multiple genes, so

The CAI over the 1092-base portion of gene A with the totals exceed 100%. (Middle) Missense changes in the
a single reading frame improved from 0.32 to 0.33 when single-reading-frame codons of gene A (bases 3981–5072) are

shown by the solid line, silent changes with the dashed line.35 of the silent changes were added. One substitution
(Bottom) Missense changes in genes F, G, and H (solid line),appeared simultaneously with a missense change in the
silent changes (dashed). Shown here are the total numberssame codon and hence was excluded from this calcula- of different mutations/substitutions seen in any of the isolate

tion. The null distribution was simulated by introducing sequences from the respective time point. Thus, a mutation
35 random silent substitutions into the ancestral, single- seen in one or more isolates at day 60 but not at day 80

contributes to the total at day 60 but not at day 80.reading frame portion of gene A using the substitution
matrix of observed point mutations and calculating the
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25Long-Term Experimental Evolution

changes, 15 of 58 silent changes, and 4 of 12 intergenic
changes were the same as or at the same nucleotide
site as seen in other experiments. The proportion of
previously seen changes declines with time, although
the trend for intergenic changes is not statistically sig-
nificant (on the basis of permutation tests and using
the day each substitution was first detected, 	 � �0.87,
P � 0.002 for missense changes; 	 � �0.93, P � 0.002
for silent changes; and 	 � �0.77, P � 0.06 for in-
tergenic changes).

Repeatability of evolution—an extension from day
100 isolates: Beyond day 60, the samples exhibited con-
siderable polymorphism and sustained a high rate of
evolution, with much of the change from silent variants.
To study the repeatability of this evolution, we initiatedFigure 4.—Comparison of all changes seen during 180 days
a 20-day population with the four sequenced isolatesof evolution in the φX174 chemostat line to changes seen in

other chemostat evolutions of φX174. Same-site amino acid from day 100; four new isolates were sequenced from
replacements, unique amino acid replacements, same-site si- the population after 20 days (referred to as 120R). The
lent changes within genes, and unique silent changes within

100- to 120-day time frame was chosen specifically togenes are plotted in the first four blocks, with one bar for
ask whether the high rate of silent substitutions wouldeach time point from day 20 through day 180. Changes are
be repeatable.plotted at the time of first occurrence. A same-site parallel

change is a mutation at the same genome position as seen This replicate differs in some obvious ways from the
before, but not necessarily to the same base; a unique change original day 100 to day 120 population. The culture
is one that has been observed only in this study. The right-

conditions maintained a large population size through-most block gives the percentage of new changes seen at each
out the experiment, so the original day 100 populationtime point that were also seen in previous experiments. This
undoubtedly had more genetic and phenotypic variantsblock also includes intergenic changes and indels. The data

set used for comparison included changes seen in Bull et al. than the four isolates used to evolve 120R. Thus we
(1997), Wichman et al. (1999, 2000), Crill et al. (2000), and expect to see fewer new changes in day 120R than in the
unpublished chemostats.

original day 120. On the other hand, using sequenced
isolates allowed us to know the exact state of all fixed
and polymorphic sites in the founding population and
to more definitively identify any new parallel changesnew CAI, repeated 100,000 times both with and without

replacement. The mean CAI of the null distribution was as adaptive. Figure 5 shows all sites that were polymor-
phic at day 100, 120R, or 120.0.006 lower than the CAI of the wild-type sequence,

indicating that random additions of 35 silent changes Fate of the day 100 polymorphisms: The day 100 isolates
exhibited 20 variable sites, 19 of which could be usedwould have lowered the value. The slight increase ob-

served in the actual changes is nearly statistically signifi- to test for differences between day 120 and 120R. One
site (3921) could not be included in this test becausecant (P � 0.06). This test merely indicates whether co-

don bias was a factor in the evolution of these silent all day 120 isolates contained a mutation that had not
been seen at day 100. The differences between day 120substitutions. We clearly cannot rule out codon bias as

a factor impacting the evolution of silent substitutions and 120R are not statistically significant for these 19
variable sites (P � 0.935; at each site, the exact prob-here, but the fact that the CAI barely increased suggests

that codon bias was not a major force favoring these ability of an outcome as extreme or more extreme than
the results was calculated and conditioned on the mar-silent substitutions (to the extent that the CAI truly

reflects the impact of codon bias). ginal frequencies, and Fisher’s combined probability
test was used to measure the combined significanceParallel evolution: Parallel evolution is an especially

useful signature of adaptive evolution because indepen- across all 19 sites). At 14 of the sites, the day 120 and
120R frequencies were as similar to one another as possi-dent substitutions of the same base in different lineages

(during brief adaptations) are plausibly attributed only ble, given the total numbers of mutations observed in
the 120 and 120R samples. It is noteworthy that, ofto selection. High levels of parallel evolution have been

observed in our previous studies, but because none of the six polymorphic silent substitutions in the day 100
isolates, the three that went to high frequency by daythose phage populations were evolved as long as 180

days and few have been evolved under these conditions, 120 were found in three or four of the 120R isolates,
and the three that were lost by day 120 were found inwe do not have the ideal database against which to make

comparisons. Despite this limitation, a large fraction of at most one isolate of 120R. For one of the silent changes
that went to high frequency, the associations of closelysubstitutions during the 180-day adaptation have been

observed in previous lines (Figure 4): 30 of 71 missense linked missense polymorphisms were not preserved at
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120R; hitchhiking thus does not seem to be a likely peared in the four isolates of 120R. At least seven of
these are likely to have been adaptive. At three sites,explanation for the increase of that silent change, but

hitchhiking is consistent with the increases of the other new mutations that were absent from day 100 isolates
but were identical to substitutions that appeared in thetwo silent mutations.

New substitutions in day 120R: Eight new substitutions original 180-day chemostat appeared in 120R: 2318T
was an intergenic change that also appeared at day 120,that were absent from the four founding genomes ap-
1301T was a missense change that appeared at day 140,
and 2015A was a missense change that appeared at day
160. In addition, two of the eight changes (3120T and
4861C) have been seen multiple times in previous exper-
iments, and two others (2477T and 5121T) were in the
same codons but at different sites as changes observed
at day 120. This further supports the growing picture
that most of the changes in this long-term chemostat
are adaptive.

New substitutions in day 120: The most apparent differ-
ence between day 120 and 120R was the appearance
of new mutations: 21 new substitutions and a 2-base
insertion were seen at day 120, but only 8 new mutations
appeared in 120R [� 2(1) � 6.533, P � 0.011]. The
difference appears to be chiefly in new silent changes:
0:7:1 silent:missense:intergenic new mutations for 120R
vs. 10:9:3 at day 120. The null model of no difference
is marginally rejected [� 2(2) � 6.02, P � 0.05], and
a one-tailed Fisher’s exact test of the silent:missense
differences is significant at P � 0.018. Thus we did not
observe the same rate of silent substitution in 120R as
in the original day 100 to day 120 time period. It seems
likely that the polymorphism in the day 100 population
contributed to this difference. Mutations present at
modest frequency in the day 100 population but not
present in the four isolates could have ascended to de-
tectable levels by day 120. In that sense the difference
between day 120 and 120R is not surprising, merely
reflecting the time required for different types of substi-
tutions to come to high frequency in the population
once they arise. One possible interpretation of this dif-
ference is that most silent substitutions have a smaller
selective coefficient than the missense or intergenic sub-
stitutions. This might help to explain why silent substitu-
tions did not begin to show up in appreciable numbers
until day 60 of the 180-day chemostat.

DISCUSSION

The major pattern of interest in these data is ongoing
molecular evolution during 13,000 generations in a
seemingly constant external environment. A result of

Figure 5.—Changes seen in the four isolates of day 100,
day 120, and day 120R of the replicate evolution initiated with
the four day 100 isolates. Color coding follows the scheme in
Figure 1. Changes are grouped according to the description
at the top of each block. Note that changes at bases 1301,
2318, and 3921 fall into two categories and are colored only
the first time each is listed.
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27Long-Term Experimental Evolution

continual molecular evolution in a constant environ- the basis of reversions of amber mutations at �2 � 10�7

(Fersht and Knill-Jones 1981), which is 1/5 that ofment is puzzling if most changes are adaptive, but is
not puzzling if most of the changes are neutral or delete- Drake’s generic estimate of one mutation per genome

per 200 replications for DNA genomes (�10�6 ; Drakerious. The large population sizes maintained in the
chemostat (see below) should have been inimical to 1999). Using these estimates and assuming that φX174

replicates from the infecting genome as template, thisfixation of deleterious changes, but the (near) neutrality
of substitutions is an option. In fact, several superficial would maximally yield one to five substitutions per 1000

phage generations if all changes were neutral. If weobservations are seemingly compatible with neutrality:
the linear increase of changes over time, the excess of guess that 1/3 of mutations are nearly neutral, this

would set an upper limit of 0.33–1.67 neutral substitu-silent substitutions after day 40, and (as shown below)
the absence of a “fitness” increase over time. Were it tions per 1000 phage generations, or 4–21 over the

course of this experiment. This gives us a rough uppernot for the consideration of other data, we might well
be unable to support adaptive evolution as the explana- limit if the population instantly reached the equilibrium

rate of neutral mutation due to hitchhiking and hencetion for most of these changes. Below we present argu-
ments that (i) the rate of substitution was in excess of with low rates of recombination and without clonal in-

terference. In view of the evidence for recombinationthe expected rate of neutral substitution and (ii) much
of the molecular evolution seen here has signatures of presented below, this upper limit is an overestimate.

If this neutral calculation could be trusted, it wouldadaptation and is driven by high levels of within-host
competition. We then consider how our perspective might suggest that most of the substitutions in this system were

adaptive. However, the uncertainty at every step in thehave been different if we had not examined genome-wide
evolution. calculation warrants other evidence on the issue. We

thus address indicators of the nature of selection in thisLow expected rate of neutral evolution: In consider-
ing the causes of molecular evolution in this system, a system.

Chemostat design and the enigma of selection foruseful baseline quantity is the expected rate of neutral
substitution. Two issues need to be assessed with respect faster growth: Our intent in developing this culture

system was to create an environment with a continualto the fixation of neutral mutations: the time it takes
such mutations to become fixed in the population and surplus of cells, whereby selection was primarily toward

faster phage growth rate. At face value, the conclusionthe expected ongoing rate of neutral substitution once
the population reaches the equilibrium rate of neutral that most changes were adaptive is consistent with the

goal of the chemostat design, and previous work identi-substitution. In the absence of selection, the expected
time from origin of a successful neutral mutation to its fied the phenotypic bases of several substitutions with

growth-enhancing effects (Bull et al. 2000; Crill et al.fixation is 2Ne generations (half that of diploids; Crow
and Kimura 1970), a time vastly exceeding the duration 2000). However, two contradictions challenge an inter-

pretation of the chemostat as primarily selection forof this experiment. The ascent of highly beneficial muta-
tions can accelerate the fixation of neutral mutations faster growth in a constant environment.

The first contradiction concerns the tempo and abso-through hitchhiking, but in the long-term, the per-gen-
eration fixation rate of neutral changes is expected to lute magnitude of change. The expectation for an adap-

tive walk in a constant environment is that fitness shouldequal the genomic rate of neutral mutations, regardless
of linkage and the possibility of hitchhiking (Birky and rise most rapidly early in the process and then plateau

(Kauffman and Levin 1987; Gerrish and Lenski 1998;Walsh 1988). Thus hitchhiking cannot increase the
equilibrium neutral fixation rate beyond what is ex- Orr 1998; De Visser and Lenski 2002). Likewise, there

is an expectation that the number of adaptive substitu-pected in the absence of selection; it can only accelerate
the time to equilibrium. But the effects of hitchhiking tions should plateau (neutral changes would continue),

but no basis for predicting the total number of benefi-are countered by recombination, which breaks up link-
age groups and pushes the time to equilibrium toward cial changes without understanding the shape of the

fitness landscape and where the starting genotype lies2Ne generations.
If recombination were high enough in this system, in this landscape (Voigt et al. 2000). As noted above,

we have previously observed 12–15 changes in the firsttherefore, few if any of the substitutions in this popula-
tion would be expected to be neutral. This gives us a 10 days of evolution in a strongly selective environment

(Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999, 2000). In thislower limit of zero for neutral substitutions. What can
we say about the upper limit? The maximum assumes experiment we observed only a single change during

the first 10 days of evolution, followed by a near-linearthat the neutral substitution rate reached equilibrium
immediately. We can calculate the expected equilibrium increase in substitutions averaging 11/20 days through-

out the entire 180 days. Thus the tempo of evolutionrate of neutral substitutions—the genomic neutral mu-
tation rate—if we know the genomic mutation rate and was not as expected for adaptation to a constant environ-

ment. The magnitude of change that could be ac-the proportion of mutations that are neutral. φX174
mutation rates have been estimated for a few sites on counted for solely by faster growth would then depend
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tinue indefinitely—as a new genotype comes to promi-
nence, its prevalence provides the foundation on which
yet other mutants may gain an advantage. We thus cau-
tiously interpret our results as supporting a model in
which sustained molecular evolution is driven by phage-
phage competition within cells. This model of selection
in our system is supported by four lines of evidence, as
described below.

High titers: Titers taken at 5- to 10-day intervals usually
exceeded 109/ml (data not shown). Since the chemostat
was maintained in a relatively steady state, the rate of
co-infection can be determined from this value alone:
the per-minute rate at which phages adsorb to individual
cells is given by 
P, where P is the phage concentration
and 
 is the adsorption rate constant. 
 typically lies inFigure 6.—Phage growth rate for selected isolates in the

φX174 chemostat line through 180 days of evolution. In this the range of 10�8–10�9 for sensitive cells across most
assay, the rate of phage population increase is measured in a phages (Adams 1959). With P maintained in excess of
culture where hosts outnumber phage, thus representing 109/ml, the multiple infection of single cells within min-phage ability to increase without interference from other

utes is ensured. Superinfection exclusion (whereby thephage. The decline with time is statistically significant. (The
expression and replication of an infecting genome iscorrelation between growth rate and day is negative and highly

significant: 	 � �0.84, P � 0.001; the correlation used the suppressed by phage genomes that entered the cell ear-
average growth rate of each phage isolate and the day of its lier) does not begin until 5–10 min after the first infec-
isolation for the isolates shown.) The diamond at day 0 indi- tion (Hutchison and Sinsheimer 1971), so this ratecates the mean fitness of the φX174 ancestor. Open diamonds

of phage infection is more than sufficient to ensureindicate the mean growth rates of isolates, and the solid dia-
competition among coinfecting genomes.mond indicates the growth rate from a large sample of the

day 180 population. The means of the four isolates at day Decline in growth rate when hosts are in excess: It was noted
180 are significantly heterogeneous, with one mean being above that phage growth rate declined over the course
substantially above the others. of the evolution. A decline in φX174 growth rate was

also noted previously in a 10-day, high-temperature, Sal-
monella chemostat line (Wichman et al. 1999). These

on how far the ancestral φX174 started from the local declines provide direct evidence that selection in the
fitness peak. In previous work, φX174 was adapted to an chemostat was not simply to maximize phage growth
inhibitory high temperature (44�) with a serial transfer rate. A similar decline in growth rate was observed in
protocol. Under these strongly selective conditions, fit- φ6 when the virus was grown at high multiplicity but
ness reached a plateau after a mere three substitutions not at low multiplicity (Turner and Chao 1998, 1999).
per genome (Holder and Bull 2001). Although differ- Heterogeneity in growth rate: The four isolates at day 180
ences between the two protocols could account for some were significantly heterogeneous in growth rate, with
differences in the outcomes, the 92–100 substitutions one isolate substantially higher than the others (Figure
obtained here thus seem excessive for adaptation to a 6 shows the means of four isolates; F(3,8) � 33.7, P �
constant environment, especially given that the condi- 0.001). As with the decline in growth rate when hosts
tions here were less inhibitory to the virus than previous are in excess, this heterogeneity suggests that other com-
conditions. ponents in addition to growth rate were important to

The second contradiction to selection for fast growth fitness. It is noteworthy that the growth rates of three
rate comes from assays of phage growth rate throughout isolates were low, indicating that the low growth rate
the experiment. Phage growth rate actually declined was not likely the result of a spontaneous mutation.
during the 180-day adaptation (Figure 6; growth rate is Evidence of recombination: In φX174, recombination can
measured with an excess of hosts). occur between the double-stranded replication interme-

High levels of within-host competition: If a chemostat diates and requires co-infection by different phage types
does not primarily select faster phage growth, what (Tessman and Shleser 1963; Baker et al. 1971). Ab-
might be the nature of selection? Various lines of evi- sence of recombination would be indicated by strong
dence support the existence of high levels of co-infec- linkage disequilibrium of polymorphic sites. In this ex-
tion. Co-infection selects the ability to compete with periment, some isolates taken from a single time point
different genomes in the same cell, and this selection differed by �20 changes, but at many time points these
can cause the virus to evolve a reduced ability to grow polymorphisms did not exhibit complete linkage dis-
when hosts are abundant (Turner and Chao 1998). equilibrium (Figure 7). Polymorphic sites frequently
Furthermore, there is not necessarily an optimal geno- exhibited linkage disequilibrium over large contiguous

tracts, but different associations in adjacent tracts. Multi-type with co-infection, so evolution can potentially con-
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Figure 7.—Schematic of variation between isolates in the φX174 chemostat line through 180 days. Each time point is represented
by four isolates and a bar to the right. Each isolate is represented by a column of squares showing sites variable at that time
point; the order of isolates has been arranged for ease of viewing and differs from Figure 1. Differences from the ancestor are
in black, and ancestral states are in white. At least two adjacent squares exhibiting the same pattern of association among isolates
are indicated by a colored block in the column to the right of the isolates (white otherwise). Other sites showing that pattern
on that day are indicated in the same color if they are not interrupted by another tract, or in white if they are singletons within
another tract. This is a conservative measure of the number of tracts. (There is no relationship among bars of the same color
across days because most polymorphic sites become fixed or are lost between time points and recombination can break apart
the linkage of those that remain.) Patterns are considered to be consistent between variable sites if they are the same as or are
the mirror image of each other. For example, ���� is considered the same pattern as ����. A continuous bar of one color
at the right thus indicates that two distinct genotypes are present in the population at that time point (days 20, 40, and 160).
Changing patterns of color are consistent with recombination between tracts. Recombination is most dramatic at day 120, but
also is evident at days 80, 100, 140, and 180.

ple tracts in the same genome are inconsistent with founding genomes had been altered. Other instances
of changes in marker association in 120R were observeda single haplotype. This pattern of mixed association

among variable sites is compatible with a buildup of as well.
The difference between what we had hoped to achievealternate types over some or all of the genome (as seen

at day 40 and at day 160), followed by recombination in the chemostat and what we now think operates
has many similarities to the difference between r- andduring co-infection. Note also that the linkage associa-

tion of sites that remained polymorphic for �20 days K-selection or density-dependent vs. density-indepen-
dent regulation in ecology (see Flegr 1997 for historycould be different across time points. While we cannot

formally rule out numerous same-site mutation events and extensions of the meanings of r- and K-selection
in flow-through cultures). In its original formulation,without knowing mutation rates and selective coeffi-

cients of the variants involved, this pattern is highly r-selection represented selection for rapid growth, as
would occur in populations whose numbers were main-suggestive of intermediate levels of recombination (but

not so much that linkage disequilibrium is destroyed) tained well below carrying capacity by extrinsic factors
that were largely nonselective; K-selection representedand possibly compatible with the rates of 10�4–10�5 per

co-infection observed by Tessman and Shleser (1963). selection at high density, dominated by competition for
resources. Our environments approximated a type ofAdditional evidence for recombination was detected in

the 120R experiment: by starting the replicate with K-selection. We suggest, therefore, that the high phage
density promoted continuing adaptive evolution, whereknown isolates and sequencing multiple isolates after

20 days of evolution, we could detect three instances in the adaptation was specifically to the presence of com-
peting genomes in the cell.which the linked association of adjacent markers in the
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In some respects our study mirrors results from earlier ure 2—is less evident when a subset of the genome is
examined. It is only when viewed from a total genomestudies of chemostats and other protocols of high-den-

sity passage with microbes (reviewed in Adams 2004). perspective that the clock-like evolution, the similar
slopes of missense and silent rates, and the pronouncedMany studies have shown a failure to exhibit progressive

increases in fitness measured as growth rate (Helling clustering of silent substitutions become evident.
Conclusions: Even if much of the continuing molecu-et al. 1987; Rosenzweig et al. 1994; Turner and Chao

1998; Rozen and Lenski 2000; De Visser and Lenski lar evolution in this system can be attributed to the high-
density environment, it will be a far greater challenge2002), and even in fact a decline in fitness over time

(Paquin and Adams 1983; Turner and Chao 1998, to partition the evolution into various underlying causes
such as the types of selection and the specific functional1999) as we observed. Another common feature is the

maintenance of phenotypic variants (Helling et al. effects of different mutations. Despite these difficulties,
however, systems like the present one can continue to1987; Kurlandzka et al. 1991; Rosenzweig et al. 1994;

Rozen and Lenski 2000). In our study, competing vari- yield new insights about molecular evolution in nature.
This study raises the interesting question of how muchants at two time points could be inferred from sequence

analysis (Figure 7, days 40 and 160), but the phenotypic molecular evolution is driven by intraspecific competi-
tion compared to other aspects of the biotic and thedifferences are as yet unknown. High-density passaging

can give rise to defective viral genomes (Huang 1973; abiotic environment. A second noteworthy question is
whether the clock-like rate of substitutions on a genomicBarrett and Dimmock 1986; DePolo et al. 1987; Roux

et al. 1991; Bangham and Kirkwood 1993), which in scale is a general feature of adaptive molecular evolu-
tion, and if so what factors regulate the tempo of theturn can drive continuing molecular evolution (DePolo

et al. 1987). Our observation of a high substitution rate clock. This system is especially amenable to further ex-
ploration of these questions not only because of theis compatible with the sequence analysis of vesicular

stomatitis virus (VSV) and its defective particle (DePolo rapid generation time and ease of sequencing φX174
on a genomic scale, but also because of the ability toet al. 1987); these viral studies contrast with the low

substitution rate seen in bacteria passaged 20,000 gener- apply reverse genetics, molecular biology, and structural
analysis. We thus envision many opportunities to exploitations (Lenski et al. 2003).

Whole-genome perspective: For most studies of exper- this system for further evolutionary insight.
imental evolution it is not feasible to sequence the entire We thank Eva Top, LuAnn Scott, Caitlin Coberly, and Kim Pepin
genome even once, much less at multiple intervals for comments on an early version of this manuscript and Melodie

Rai for assistance with data management and manuscript preparation.throughout the study. Here, we ask how the snapshot
We thank Ben Fane for many insights into the structure and functionof evolution that we see in this study might have been
of φX174, and especially for his suggestion to evaluate codon bias indifferent if we had been forced to examine a single
genes A and A*, and two anonymous reviewers for careful reviews

gene or region of the genome. We illustrate this with and many helpful suggestions. This work was supported by RR016448
two regions that would have been logical choices for from the National Institutes of Health (NIH). J.J.B. was supported by

NIH grant GM57756.detailed examination if only a subset of the genome
were sequenced. Protein A is involved in replication
and thus would be a likely target of the selection for
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